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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS-AK2178DC

! It is recommended that this installation be performed by
authorized technical stuff.

! Before installation, read the instructions carefully.
! Fit the refrigerator/freezer in stable kitchen units only.
! If necessary, reverse the door according to instructions.

1. See fig.A for the necessary attachment components.

2. Open the package. Take gasket spacer and brake into
three as shown in figure.D. The middle part is door hang
rail!. The other two parts are unit door spacers". (fig.D)

3. Insert trim flap# into slot and screw by screws$. (fig.E)
4. Pass the power cord through ventilation shaft and position it

so that the appliance could be easily plugged in once it has
been installed. (fig.B - fig.C)

5. Cut trim gasket% to the height of the recess and stick it on
reverse side of the door hinges of the appliance. (fig.E)

6. Raise the appliance and slide into the kitchen unit.
7. Lean the appliance to the kitchen unit through the hinges and

align the front feet with front surface of the kitchen unit. (fig.F)
8. Open the appliance doors and screw the front feet by using

screws&. (fig.G)
9. Screw trim flap# to kitchen unit using screws&. (fig.G)
10.Screw the hinges to the kitchen unit using screws&. (fig.G)
11.Close the appliance doors. Unscrew and take out the

nuts', washers( and adjustment bolts) from the
appliance upper door*. (fig.H)

12.Take out the liners of the tapes on door hang rails!. Place
door hang rails! on the appliance upper door* by
inserting the bosses on the holes of the appliance upper
door*, aligning the front surfaces of the door hang rails!
and appliance door parallel. Let the door hang rails! stick
onto the appliance upper door*. (fig.H)

13.Slide the door hang+ into door hang rails!. (fig.J – fig.K)
14.Take out the liners of the tapes on the front side of the door

hang+.
15.Take out the liners of the tapes on the unit door spacers"

and and stick them onto the unit upper door,, closer to
the upper corners. (fig.K)

16.Lean the unit door, to the door hang+, aligning the unit
door spacers" on the left, right and top edges with the
sides of the unit or the doors of the nearer and upper kitchen
units. (fig.K)

17.Make sure that the unit upper door, sticks onto the door
hang+. Pull the unit door, allowing the door hang+
slide out the door hang rails!. Observe that the door
hang+ stays sticked on the unit upper door,. (fig.L)

18.Lay down the unit upper door, to the floor and screw the
door hang+ to the unit upper door, by screws&. (fig.L)

19.To overcome some of the furniture mistakes, there are
plastic spacers- sticked on the door hang+. Remove
these plastic spacers-. (fig.M)

20.Remove the door hang rails! from the appliance upper
door*. Screw the adjustment bolts) to the holes on the
appliance upper door* by leaving the necessary space
using unit door spacer". (fig.N)

21.Open the appliance upper door*. Place the unit upper
door, onto the appliance door inserting adjustment
bolts) into the slots on the door hang+. (fig.N)

22.Place the washers( and screw the nuts' onto the
adjustment bolts). (fig.N)

23.1~2 mm gap between the unit itself and unit door is vital for
appliance performance. Close the door and make the
accurate adjustment of the unit door, by screwing or
unscrewing the adjustment bolts) for vertical adjustment
and by the help of the slots on the door hang+ for other
directions. (fig.P1)

24.Place the door bottom fixings. to the bottom of the
appliance upper door* between the appliance upper
door* and unit upper door,. Screw the door bottom
fixings. to the appliance door withscrews/. (fig.O)

25.Screw the door bottom fixings. to the unit upper door,
by screws&. (fig.O)

26.For the adjustment of the space between the unit upper
door, and the unit itself, you can unscrew the screws/
then adjust the space between the appliance upper door*
and unit upper door, by the spring effect of the door
bottom fixings.while screwing back the screws/.

27.Slide the hang cover0 onto thedoor hang+. (fig.P2)
28.Repeat the same procedure for the lower door.
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DOOR REVERSING

! Be careful about not to pinch your fingers in the hinges
(doorupper hinge1aanddoor lower hinge1b).

1. Unscrew the screws on the front surface of the appliance upper
door*. Take theappliance upper door* to safe place. (fig.S)

2. Take the hole plugs on the appliance upper door’s* front
surface, to the holes on the reverse side. (fig.S)

3. Open the door upper hinge1a and door lower hinge1b.
(fig.S) and dissamble them. (fig.T)

4. Takehole plugs to opposite side. (fig.T)
5. Assemble door upper hinge1a anddoor lower hinge1b to

the opposite corner of their original position. (fig.T)
6. Assemble the appliance upper door*. (fig.U)
7. Repeat the same procedure for the lower door.
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